In vitro combined cytotoxic effects of pesticide cocktails simultaneously found in the French diet.
Although human populations may be constantly exposed to complex pesticide mixtures through their diet, the human health risk of pesticide exposure is currently assessed on the basis of toxicity data on individual compounds. To investigate the combined toxic effects of pesticide cocktails previously identified in the French diet, we first studied the cytotoxicity induced by seven cocktails composed of two to six pesticides on human hepatic (HepG2) and colon (Caco-2) cell lines using the MTT and neutral red uptake assays. Secondly, we challenged to assess the combined effects of the two most cytotoxic cocktails by comparing the measured effects of the mixtures with the predictions based on additive effects on two concepts-independent action (IA) and concentration addition (CA). For the cocktail composed of dichlorodiphenyltrichloroethane (DDT) and dieldrin, the cytotoxicity of the equimolar cocktail proved greater than the additive effect estimated by the two concepts. Furthermore, apoptosis induction was higher in equimolar cocktail than predicted by summing the effects of DDT and dieldrin. Thus, some supra-additive toxicity was found in the DDT-dieldrin cocktail. Nevertheless, if IA and CA models could reveal combined effects of pesticide cocktails, an accurate evaluation remains challenging.